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Cornell Notes



Note-Taking in college
-Effective note taking 
involves 3 stages: before, 
during, after lectures 
(Dembo & Seli, 2012)

-Note-making: active 
engagement with lecture 
notes after they have been 
taken by creating questions 
and underlining answers 
(Dembo & Seli, 2012)



Tips for Taking 
notes

What to Know About College 
Lecture Notes

-A professor’s style of 
lecturing affects how one 
takes notes

-Different subjects 
require different methods 
of note-taking

-Note taking is an 
individualized process

-Take the time to 
thoroughly understand the 
lecture notes



handwritten notes vs. Typed notes
Handwritten Notes Typed Notes

(Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014)

-More effective, might take longer -Faster (for most), less effective

-Easier to focus, minimizes distractions -Verbatim notes might cause decrease in 
level of understanding

-Generative note-taking is better to grasp 
main concepts

-Emphasizes factual knowledge 

-Longhand note takers engage in more 
processing



highlighting

-Recopying notes takes time

-Highlighting in the textbook helps 

capture the main points 

-Read a few paragraphs

-Highlight what’s important

-Active highlighting: exposure to 

the information by active reading 

and understanding

-Helps retain information better



Summary of note-
making

-Prepare before lecture

-Participate actively during class

-Peruse your notes after lecture

-Highlight key words, phrases, concepts, 
etc. 

-Handwritten notes are more effective

For College Students
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